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Pompeii Is the ideal site for studying the processes of 
ancient urbanism. The particular circurnstances of 
its destruction and discovery have resulted in the pos-
sibility of studying the townscape of ari ancient city 
in ari unparalleled way. The city of AD79 has been the 
sub ject of many recent analyses seeking to consider 
the inter-relatioriships of districts and social and eco-
nomic activity (e.g. RAPER 1977; ROBINSON 1997; 1999; 
LAURENCE 1994; GEERTMAN 2007; SCHOONHOVEN 1999; 
2006; WALLACE-HADRILL 1994). Such research uses the 
plan of the exposed city to reveal the dynamics of the 
city which existed in the late first century AD. Such 
research of course can present only a static snapshot 
of ari urban community. To locate spatial variability 
in a chronological context requires a different kind of 
research, as was pioneered long ago byAmedeo Maiu-
Ei (IvLuuiu 1973). Over more than a decade there has 
now been a surge in projects engaged in stratigraphic 
excavation in Pompeii. All of these aim to provide ari-
swers to the question of sequence and history in vari-
ousparts of the city (e.g. CARAPA 1997; 2002; COARELLI & 
PESANDO 2006; FULFORD & WALLACE-HADRILL 1998; 1999; 
Guzzo & GuIDoBDI 2005). The collective results of 
this research are transforming our knowledge of how 
Pompeii carne to be the city that Vesuvius destroyed. 
However it also remains necessary to situate these 
findings in a theoretical framework in order to ap-
preciate fully their implications br ancient urbanisa-
tion. This paper seeks to outline such a framework of 
analysis and apply it to the results of theAnglo-Ameri-
can Project in Pompeii', one of the pro grammes that 
has contributed to the new body of evidence (cf. JONES 
& ROBINSON 2004; 2005a; 2005b; 2005c; 2007; JONES & 
SCHOONHOVEN 2003). 

Theories of Urbanisation 

The widespread association of urbanisation with "civili-
sation" and the rise of complex societies has resuited in 
various attempts to synthesise the origins of how people 
carne to uve in cities. One of the most influential sum-
maries remains that by Gordon Childe (CHILDE 1950). 
What he produced was essentially a iist of ten traits of 
urban sites: concentration of a relatively large number 
of people in a restricted area; craft specialisation; appro-
priation of an economic surplus by a centrai authority; 
truiy monurnental buildings; developed sociai stratifica-
tion; use of writing; emergence of exact arid predictive 
sciences; naturalistic artistic styles; foreign trade; group 
membership based ori residence rather than kinship. 

Reading this iist aliows the recognition of ari ur -
ban piace, but some traits seem only loosely related to 
urbanism (such as art styles and science) and overail 
the list does not go far in heiping to explain the phe-
nomenon of urbanisation cf. OSBORNE 2005). The same 
kind of problem has beset other attempts (e.g. SJOBERG 
1960). There was some development in the applica-
tion of anthropoiogical perspectives to archaeologicai 
cases in Mesoamerica by Sanders and Webster (SANDERS 
& WEBSTER 1988; cf. Siinri 1989).  Indeed it seems that 
students of Mesoamerica bave been the most concerned 
with these issues (cf. MMPCUS 1983). Sanders and Webster 
corisidered categories of Regal-ritual, Administrative, 
and Mercantile in relation to examples of various Mes-
oarnerican sites. Again the categories clearly have some 
force, but they in effect describe ideal types of city, which 
do not allow for dynamic change nor for the idea that 
sites may bave elements of more than one style. A more 
subtle analysis that recognised the interpiay of forces had 
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The Anglo-Pmerican Project in Pompeii 
has studied Insula VI,l since 1994,  completing 
the major fieldwork in 2006, under the direction 
of the author and Damian Robinson. It has been 
based at the University of Bradford and supported 
through an international field school. Throu-
ghout vie have enjoyed the enthusiastic support of 
Prof. Piet Giovanni Guzzo, Dott. Antonio D'Am-
brosio and their colleagues in the Soprintendenaa 
Archeologica di Pompei. It is a pleasure to record 
my deep gratitude to them and to all members of 
the AAPP team. 




